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Explanatory notes 
---============== Value of local currencies during the period of the mission 
----------------------------------------------------------
The People's Republic of China: 

100 Yuan = 26.954 US$ 
100 USS = 371.00 Yuan 

Republik osterreich 
100 ~chilling= 8.36 USS 

Abbreviations 
-------------
AVL 

CICETE 

CTA 

S if ang 

ORE 

UIC 

100 USS = 1196.29 Schilling 

-AVL-Gesellschaft fur Verbrennungskraftmaschinen 
und HeBtechnik mbH Prof.Dr.Dr.h.c.Hans Li5t, 
Graz, Austria 

-The China International Centre for Economic and 
Technical Exchanges 

-Chief Technical Adviser 

-Sifang Locomotive and Rolling Stock Works, 
16 Hangzhou Road, Qingdao, Th~ People's Republic 

of China 

-Office de Recherches et D'Essais 

L'Union International• des Chemins de Fer 
Oudenoord 60, NL 3513 EV Utrecht 
<Telex 70 4 69 or• ni> 
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Abstract 

The project of the Government of The Peopl•'s Republic of China 

'Upgrading Economy and Reliability of Locamotive Oies•I Engin•' 

number CPR/85/018/A/Ol/99 agreed with l.lllDP March 28, 1986 1 

started on the foundation of a contract between The China 

International Centre for Economic and Technic~l Exchanges 

<CICETE> and AVL-Ges•llschaft fUr Verbrennungskraftmaschin•n und 

H•Stechnik 1 Graz, Austria, in November, 1986. Besid•s, this 

project aims at a transfer of technology. The contract •xpir•s 

after four years, but the objectiv• is p!anned to b• finished 

against end of 1989. 

The first step of the project, this is the preliminary and final 

layout of a new advanced diesel engine was finished in 

November, 1987. CICETE/Sifang worked together with AVL 

cor.sequently, properly and intensively for the impl .. entati~n of 

the objectives. The co-operation with AVL and the progress on 

the project meets the demands. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to prolong th• working plan for 

the whole project from 37 months up to 40 months becaus• a 

completely new devel~p ment of the engine was indispensable 

against the project objectives plan~ed; that means a greater 

expenditure "f de,•elopw1ent arid of en9ir1• parts. 

The last d•tail dr1wings will be finished and checked in April, 

1988. For some impor•ant engine parts ar·• detail drawings 

available to already start production for prototype enoine. It 

is fo.reseen to start th• enoin• test at AVL against the end of 

1988. 

Furthermofe, conclusions and recanimendations are inclu~ed in the 

r•port. loat• pi•c•• of adYlc• are 9iven thereafter. 
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Jn t roduc t ion 

Sifang Locomotive and RollinQ Stock Works located in Qingdao has 

manufactured over 1,000 JOI 12 V 180 diesel engines. Jn order 

to upgrade the performance <from 1350 HP to 1800 ~p at the same 

speed 1500 RPM>, the ~conocr.y and the reliability of the diesel 

engine a technical ~ssist~nc• project was agreed upon between 

the GovErnment of Tne People's Republic of China and the United 

Nations Development Progr"amme <ll'-IDP> in March 1986. The 

improvement is urgently needed for the present desiQn of diesel 

engine due to the high fuel consumption, short time between 

overhauls and in order to meet the requirements of railway power 

classification. 

The Ur,ited Nations De·.1eloprr.er1t Programme provides an input of 

2,009,800 u~• and the Go~ernment of The People's Republic of 

China an input of 2,510,000 RHB Yuan <in kind> for the project. 

The developement objective is determined by an improved fleet of 

locomotive diesel engines with extended live time, reduced 

consumption of fuel and longer time between overhaul•. A further 

objective of the project is to strengthen the capability of the 

Sifang Locomotive and Rolling Stock Works in the field of 

desig~, developement and testing of improved modified locomotive 

~iesel engines, which will meet international standards and 

requirements of railway engine power classifications. Therefore, 

the project will assist in the transfer of technology which 

will enabl• the Sifang Factory to carry out th•'• tasks on its 

own through the acquisition, ada~tation and development of the 

required technology. 

Th• pr,ject activities ire mainly carried out by co-operation of 

the Sifan9 F~ctory with a ~ub-contractor in four di•tinct 

ph•••s in op•rations 
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Initial Phas•: Preparation of detailed terms of reference for a 

suo-contractor, of tender docJments and inviting bids from 

potential su~-contractors. Contract with the chosen 

sub-contractor. 

Phase I: Prepar• preliminary layouts of a modifi•d •ngine for 

decision. Preparation of final layouts and detailed drawings. 

Phase II: Build prototype of the improv•d engine according to 

modifi•d drawings. Make modifications to correct the prototype 

engine if needed. 

Phase Ill: Carry out dev•lopment work at a test stand on the 

prototype of the improved engine and record all engine 

performance d~ta. The engine shall reach the performance 

characteristics cited in the contract. 

Phase IV: An advanced testing laboratory for the diesel 

locomotive engine will be established at Sifang Factory with 

required equipment and instruments. Endurance and cycling tests 

according UIC-100 hr and ORE-1000 hr cycle and endurance tests 

on Sifang test stand. Undertake final revision of all engine 

parts of the prototype as necessary and undertake modifications 

of a limited number of existinQ diesel locomotive engines as a 

part of d9mo~stration and experimental process. 

Present situation: A 'ontract bet11een The China International 

Centre for Economic and Technical Exchang~s and th• 

sub-contractor AVL - Gesellschaft f~r Verbrennungskraftmaschinen 

und He8technik, Graz, Austria was siQn•d ~n July 23,1986. Th• 

contract is valid for four years from th• date of effectiveness. 
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The phase I started in November, 1986 1 and should be finished 

within twelve months. During a first meeting between Sifang and 

AVL held in April, 1987 1 the layout of the advanced engine was 

co~iirmed. ihe final layout was verified in a second meeting in 

December, 1987. The third meeting is planned for May, 1988, to 

confirm all detail drawings. It is planned to fulfil all 

obligations within thirtyseven months. 

A Chief Technical Adviser <CTA> was recruited by UNJDO in 

November, 1987 and this is his first report. 

The report is intended to give a survey on the actual situation 

of project, probletr1s occurred and proposals for further 

activities and decisions to be reached on. Therefore, the report 

5hould be addition•lly distributed to Sifang Works and 

sup-contractor AVL. 

. . 
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---------------
l. Compared with the time schedule of the Contract between 

CJCETE and AVL a delay of about one month has already occurred, 

and a further delay of additional two months against the time 

schedule is expected for the phase of production of the 

prototype engine. In this way the whole progress of the project 

will be prolonged from 37 months to 40 months. 

Planning the project by CJCETL/Sifang the idea exlsted that only 

changes of the previous diesel engine would meet the set 

objec~ives. The prolonged period is ~ecessary for a large scale 

of changes of ~he previous diesel engine which was not foreseen 

at the beginning <see also item 2>, because a completely new 

development of the engine is necessary and the period for 

producing ne"'' parts will be longer. So the requir·ed change ir1 

the time schedule of the Contract should be accepted and the 

production of new engine parts at Sifang Factory should be 

started before the planned date as soon as pos~ible in order to 

minimize the risk of further delay. 

2. First inline injection pumps were foreseen as on the previous 

engine by Sifang to minimize the changes on the engine for 

minor costs and this condition was fi~ed explicitly in the 

Contract. The cor.ceptual layout of ttie r.ew er1gir1• showed that 

minor changes of the original •ngin• would not meet the 

develop~1ent objectives, t'1ecause a cor1siderable ir1crease of peak 

firing pressure from 100 bar up to 135 bar only ensures the 

i~provement of the engine's fuel consumption and reliability. 

AVL recommended single pumps at the beginning, but worked then 

according to the Contract. 

After three month• Sifan; di•cu•5•d with AVL the di•••l en9in• 

conc~pt with two lnlin• pump• which was con•idered to b• not 

• 
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as actvanc•d as th• engin• with single pumps which was now 

identified as the preferred solution. Ther•fore the inj~ction 

syst.,.. was changed into single pumps on request of Sifang and a 

n.w conceptional layout of the engine was necessary. Although it 

was technically acceptable, iM1L had asked for additional 

Schilling 500,000 due to the change of the engine concept. The 

extent of the necessary layout changes and further work is 

considerable. ThH efore, the CTA support$ substantively the use 

of single pumps and is of the opinion that the additional amount 

of 500,000 Schilling for the supplementary work would be 

justified. 

3. During the negotiation of the Contract AVL did not agree with 

Sifang's wish for a general overhaul period of 36,000 hours and 

acceppted 26,000 hours for the general overhaul ~eriod and 

12,000 hours for minor overhaul period. In order to avoid the 

second minor overhaul at 24,000 hours, e.g. 2,GOO hours before 

the 9ener1l overhaul, AVL should aim at prolonging the minor 

a~erhaul period to 13,000 hours. 

4. It is recommended that the quality of some critical part~ of 

the engine should be separately checked as soo~ as possible and 

before setting up the en;ine. For example: 

-Engine block o~ deformation and stress i~ critical areas 

-Deform1t ion of tt1e cylinder t1ead bottom under working 

c:c·r1dition 

-Pressure distribution 1longsid• the sealing of cylinder head 

-Onw segment of crankshaft with regard to its fatigue limit 

-Flow resistance of th• individual oassages forming the cooling 

system 

Th• agreement on th• date of supplying th• neseccary parts to 

~L and the number and type should be made a• •oon a• po•sible. 
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S. It is r•commend•d to get mor• •xact information on actual 

conditions of UIC acceptanc• test and ORE requirements, and if 

possible, to find out the suitable know-how for the t•sts. 

6. For the acc•ptance tests <100 HR and 1000 HR> at the Sifang 

Factory, it is foreseen that the construction of a new test 

~tand will be combined with a advanced automatic 

mea~uring/recording system. It is reconnended to pre-test the 

test stand by using another diesel engine in order to get some 

•xperience in the UIC test procedures. 

7. Sifang Factory is recommended to create the possibilities to 

simulate the changes of ambient conditions for the test of 

die~el engines. 

8. The next meeting between Sifang and AVL will be in May, 1988, 

after having revi.wed of the dPtail drawings by AVL. It is 

recommended that the CTA takes part. 

9. It is recommended to review the production of parts for the 

prototype engine by the CTA at Sifang in autumn 1988. For fixing 

the exact date of the visit Sifang is requested to hand over a 

time schedule of the parts production till the next meeting in 

May, 1988. 

10. Sifang thinks that the content of the AVL design report 

should be supplemented. AVL is of the opinion that the 

description of engine components are contained in separate 

reports 1uch as for thermodynamics, port dr~elopment,strength 

calculation and desion. The CTA recommends AVL to condens all 

descriptions into on• report. This is possible by annexes for 

example. 
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• 

I. COURSE OF DIESEL ENGINE DEVELOPMENT 

A. Co-operation between CICETE and AVL 

The complete project is planned in steps performed by AVL, 

CICETE or in teamwork. 

The first step includes t~r engine design study in view of the 

objectives of the project, preliminary layouts and sketches and 

support calculations in str·ength and thermodynamics perforraed by 

AVL. For final layout dr1wtftQS CICETE engin•ers are associated 

with AVL performing design work und•r guidance of AVL. 

The second step includes the detail drawings and parts 1 ist b).' 

CICETE and the revie\r.' of detail drawings by AVL. Step three 

pl ans the procu r eme-r. t of prototype erig ine-s, te-st P•r ts and spare 

par-ts by CICETE. AVL give~ assistance in procurerr1ent of engine 

parts and compone~t~ outside China. Step four involves 

measurements, set up and dr~elopment work of one prototype 

engine at AVL test stand, ~tructure investigations of critical 

engine areas by stress and deformation analysis and acceptance 

·test. CICETE engineers are associated with AVL within this 

period also performing design work. 

Step five incl~des the endurance a~d cycling tests according to 

UIC-regulatior1s arid OP.E-•pecifications in view of the objectives 

and specific req1.:ifferr.er1ts of the project. Th••• t~sts will be 

performed at the Sifang Factory. AVL will do consulting work. 
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B. Course of co-operation 

The Contract between CJCETE and AVL contains the general plan 

and time schedule <see III.>. 

The engine design study and conceptual layout carried out by AVL 

showed that minor changes of the original engine would not 

perform the development objectives. A c~pletely new layout was 

necessary, because the improvement of the engine's fuel 

consumption and reliability can only ~e guaranteed by a 

considerable ~ncrease of peak firing pressure from 100 bar up to 

135 bar and more. T~e CTA emphasizes this necessity. 

It was essential to change the current main bearings of roller 

typE into slide bearing system at increased cylinder centre 

distance. This led to a new design modification o~ crankase, 

power t ra \n 1 1 in er, cylinder head, valve train and others. 

The first training group from Sifang started work in February, 

1987, and discussed with AVL tne diesel engine concept with two 

inline injection pumps <made according to the contract> which 

was considered as not so advanced as the diesel engine with 

single pumps which was now identified as the preferred solution. 

The CTA quite agr·eet with therr. since single pumps offer· 1r1ore 

potsibil it ies for fur·ther developments and lC'w fuel consumpt ior1. 

The injection syst•rr• was chani;,ed into sir1gie pumps or, request 

of Sifang and a new conceptional layout of the engin~ was 

necessary. The extent of the necessary layout changes is 

considerable. Therefore AVL asked for additior1al Schilling 

500,000 due to the change of engine concept and further 

performances in connect~on with the development of th• injection 

system. 
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The first meeting between CJCETE/Sifang and AVL was held at 

Graz, Austria, from April 6 to April 14, 1987. The results of 

conceptual design studies and supporting calculations in 

strength and thermodynamics were discussed and handed over to 

the Sifang delegataion. Furthermore, the list of parts to be 

used for the prototype engine was arranged. 

During this meeting the next phase of AVL-work was agreed 

upon: AVL perform the final layout design and detail 

calculations in teamwork with Sifang desigr engineers for 

optimum transfer of know-how and deep understanding of AVL 

preliminary layout drawings and supporting calculation work. 

AVL recommended a production expert should be associated with 

AVL for discussing production pr~blems, casting and machining 

questions. The expert performed this task. 

In the me~ntime the final layout has been finished, ·against the 

plan with about one month delay. The second meeting was held at 

AVL, Graz, Austria, from December 9 till 18, 1987. It was aimed 

at discussing the results of the final layout work and 

supporting calculations: 

- Design report and final layout 

- Thermodynamic report 

- Valve por·t de·Jelopment report 

- Calculation of crankshaft, bearing, gear tr~in, pumps, valve 

train, general calculations 

The following items were agreed upon: 

- Par·tt procurement for prototype puts by AVL 

- Engine transportation an~ set up on test bench 

- Production of prototype parts at Sifang 

- Parts, necessary for deformation analysis at AVL 

- Further procedure on project <review ·A detail drawings> 

- Spare parts needed 
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It is exp•cted that the detail drawings ~ill be fknish•d st•P by 

step by Sifang reviewed by AVL till end of April 1988. Sifang 

is in a position to start production of important •ngin• ~arts 

alr•ady. The needed drawings are availabl•. 

II. ACTIVITIES OF CTA 

A. At Sifang Factory in Qingdao 

----------------------------
The duration of stay in Qingdao was from Nov .. b•r 7 till 20, 

1987. The main dutie~ were agreed on proposals of Sifang Factory 

and CTA fixed in a schedule. 

After a factory tour <~. annex> and review of project docume~t 

~nd contract work, discussions were held on the proj•ct work, 

the viewpoints of preliminary layout and final layout of diesel 

engine, e~pecially the relationship between the M.E.P./P.F.P. in 

the cylinder and reliability of diesel engine which is vety 

important f~r a diesel engine. The discussion turned out a lot 

of technical questions, some of which were answered by the CTA 

with recommendations and sotr1e of which are to be cleared up 
' 

between CTA and AVL. The followir1g items were discussed: 

- Requirements on the project and comment on progress of project 

Final layout and performance of diesel engine 

- Station1ry part, moving part and valve timir1g systerr. of 

diesel engine 

- Machining process 

- Te1ting equipment and acceptance test work 

- Recommendation for work of next step 
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The CTA was ask•d for two l•ssons on diesel •n9ine~ which were 

presented: 

D.velopment of world high powered diesel en9ine 

- Combustion system and valve timin9 syst ... of hi9h powered 

diesel engine 

During the lectures the CTA discussed and ex~lain-ed same 

technical problems, especially the problems conc•rning the 

d.velopment of advanced locomotive diesel engines. 

Chinese partners ex~ressed their satisfaction about the te..-ork 

with the CTA. 
The CTA expresses his thanks to the Chinese partners for their 

friendly and h•lpful cooperation including excellent cultural 

service~ besides the duti@s. 

B. At AVL in Graz 

----------------
To get an idea of the whole progress of thr project the 

sub-contractor AVL was looked up in Graz or. November 26, 1987. 

The questions asked by Sifang and some recorM1endations given in 

this report were discussed. The CTA is of the opinion there are 

no doubts that the work on t~e tasks is performed in a 

straightforward and technically correct way by AVL in teamwork 

with SifJng engineer~ assnciated at AVL. 

Furthermore, the additional expenditure of wo~k was discuss•d 

brought about by th• chano• of the engine layout from inlin• 

injection pumps to single pump~ at AVL after thr•• month5 of 

working hours. Th• extent is considerable because the diesel 

engine was designed with a camshaft arranged in th• v-anQ•l of 

th• cylinder banks at the beginning. After this two camshafts 
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wer• nec•ssarily arranged for the single pumps at the outside of 

the v-angle. That means a fundamentel n~ layout. Beside~ this 

the expenditure fo~ th• engine de~ign is greater than for inline 

pumps. 

The further steps of work were discussed, and it was considered 

necess~ry that the CTA should take part in the follCMing meeting 

between Sifang and AVL in December 1987. UNIDO confir .. d this 

during the debriefing in Vienna. 

The meeting took place in 6raz from Dece1aber 9 till Dec .. ber 18, 

1987, and the CTA took part fran the 11th till the 18th. 

According to the aim fixed the AVL desi~n report and the 

supporting calculations were especially discussed. The 

explanations were extensive and there was no reason for an~ 

criticism. On the other hand Sifang cGnsidered the written 

report as too concise. The CTA is of the opinion that it would 

be more favourable to supplement the report by the host of 

reports presented singularly to Sifang. Thi5 would be better for 

good survey. 

The next steps of work were agre~d upon. Sifang will finish the 

detail drawings step by step and will in this way deliverthe 

drawings to AVL for reviewing. With that the design phase will 

be finished by April, 1988, and the success shal! be confirmed 

in • third meeting in May. 

Furthermore, in the meantime Sifang ought to start th• 

production of parts for the prototype engine. It is important 

that th• parts are available for deformation analysis at AVL as 

soon as possible to minimize the danger of delay. 

Th• CTA thanks Sifang and AVL for well supporting his task and 

AVL for th• friendly care. 
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Ill: PROSPECTIVE COURSE 

Ba~•d on th• agr• .. •nt b•tw•en Sifan9 and AVL and r•9arding to the 
•ngine development start•d in November, 1986, the following ti•• 
schedul• is given: 

- planned 
• actual or •xP9Ct•d 

, 1987 ( 1988 , 1989 , 

I Conc•pt desi~n study --~---------
•~d suppl. calculation 
final layout d•sign 
detail calculation, report 

2 Interim .. •ting for 
information 

3 Detail drawines 
made by Sifan9 

4 Rp,,iew of 
detail drawings 

s Spec. ports design 
prod. of core-boxes 

• 

-------_ _..l=i:c•= 

• i--

=== 
---- -

6 Procurement of prototype 
engine and spare parts 
and t•st par ts 

s===========-

7 Meas~rement!, set up and 
dev.work at AVL-test stand 
perfor~ance/acceptance test 

8 Structure analysis by 
stre!s- and deformation 
measurements 

9 Review of detail drawings 
according to AVL develop
ment work result~ 

10 CICETE engineers at AVL ----------- --

11 Durability test 100 hr + 
1000 hr <2nd prototyp• 
engine at Sifang> 
detail design report 

12 CTA service <proposal> 
at Qingdao 
at Graz 

··--·-

• 
• 

------------

---·-

• • - -

' 
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Conclusions 

-----------
l. Cl CETE./S ifang has worked consequen ti y and in tens ivel y en the 

fulfilment of the objectives. There is no reason for any 

criticism on what CJCETE/Sifang ha5 done. 

2. The project work has been done perfectly. In the opinion of 

the CTA neither changes of the objective~ nor changes in the 

mothods applied towards the objectives are necessary. 

~. The Co-operation between CICETE/Sifang and AVL has been 

carried out smoothly and h•s met the denands of technology 

transfer specified in the Pr~ject Document. 

4. Now, it is necessary to make immediately all efforts for the 

product ion and the pr-ocuretr.erat of engine parts which are needed 

for t~e structure an•i;:i~ by stress and deformation 

rr.ea~urerr.erat~ arid for ~ettir.g up the prototype diesel er1gine. 

Prof. Dr. sc. techn. Behrens 

• 

• 
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-=-==== 
Senior counterpart staff at Sifang Works, Qingdao 

-------------------------------------------------
Mr. Qi Weng Director, Engineer 

Mr. Hu an Anjung NatiOl"•l Project Director, Chief Engineer 

Mr. Ji Pei Vice-chief Engineer 

Mr. Liu Zheng-qi Engineer <Deputy Chief Engineer> 

Mr-. Gong X in-1 in Eng ir.•er <Deputy Chief in Design Sect ion> 

Mr. Jiang De-zhan Engineer <Interpret er-> 

M:' • Liu Hong Dc.ng Engiraeer <.In t er pre t er > 

Mr. Xie Yi-p i!lg Engitaeer <for tests> 

Mr·s. Dong Zhi Engineer <for design> 

Hrs. Gio Yan-hua Er.g ineer (for design> 

Mr. Wang Chui-tai Engineer <for production> 
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Senior counterpart $taff at the meeting between Sifang and AVL • 
9.12.-22.12.1987 in Graz, Austria 

---------------------------------------------------------------
Sifang-Dele~ation 

-----------------

Hr. Liu ZC\eng-qi Deputy Chief Engin-:er 

t' - . Shi Jia-lin Engineer 

Hs. Dong Zhi Engineer 

Mr • zt.ar?g Bai-ru engineer 

Hr • Wang De Yong Engineer 

Hr • Oui Yan-Tai Engineer 

Mr • Jin Guang Engineer 

Mr. Zheng Liang ning Engineer 

Hr. Xu hu i Engineer 

A'JL-Participants 

----------------
Mr. I<. Wojik E"ecut ive Vice President 

Mr. 11. Sucher Deputy Vice President 

Dr. J. Affenzeller Applied Mechanics le Stress Analysis Dpmt. 

Mr. G. Athenstaedt Development Opmt. 

Mr. R. tH an:z Fluid dynamics 

Mr. Herzog Calculation 

Mr. w. Kling Oe!ign Dpmt. 

Mr. G. Maier Design Opmt. 

Mr. u. Mayerhof •r Thermodynamic~ 

Mr. B. Obermayer De•ign Dpmt. 

Mr. B. Pfe Her Staff Engineer 

Mr. H. Wa•••rbac:c De•ign Opmt. 
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Factory tour: Sifang Locomotive and Rolling Stock Works 

-------------------------------------------------------
Hr. Ji Pei gave an introduction into the development and th• 

products of the Sifang Factory. 

It was founded in 1900 and is one of the 45 factories involved 

in the Hini~try of Railways. Sifang constructed 10 types of 

steam locomotives and 70 types of wagons during the time. The 

capacity in repairing is about 500 wagons/year and 70 

locomot ives./year. 

More than 11,000 employees including 500 engineers are working 

in 29 shops and 28 design offices. 

Steam locomotives were produced until 1958 and then started the 

production of diesel locotr.otives. Two types of locomotives are 

built ba~ed on an IOI 12V diesel engine with a rated perforn1ance 

of 1350 HP at 1500 RPM and 1500 HP one-hour rating. The DHF3 

locomotive contains two diesel engines and is mainly used in the 

north east of China. The DHf21 locomotive works with one engine 

and is mainly used for sh~rt distances. 

Difficulties by cavitation at the cylinder liners of the diesel 

•n9ine wer·e overcome supported by UNI DO and AVL as 

sub-contractor in 198~. Nevertheless th• high fuel consumption 

of 170 g/HPhr, the too low performanc and too short time between 

the engi~e overhauls derr1and an improvement. 

The factory tour showed everywhere the considerable efforts in 

improvement of production plants. But there is no doubt that 

similar efforts are necessary to upgrade the foundry, the forge 

and the machining shops. Remarkabl• is the n.w plant for 

hard•ning processes of crankshafts and •imilar workpiec••· Th• 

er•ction of an R.• o. test •tand is provided for. 




